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retina 3d material import : import c4d materials as 3d materials for cinema 4d (free) ui3d :
thanks to the net beans plugin, the ui3d plug-in can be added to the main install list of
netbeans. now you do not have to have the plugin installed everytime you develop in

netbeans. ($) tree framework : a functionality for programming new c4d commands into
your scene. with the tree framework you do not need to know c4d at all. you can modify
scenes visually and create new c4d commands with the buttons in the tree. thus you can
use only those properties you want to work on. ($) iscroll : provide a linear scroll zone by

frame. loopy : a simple and powerful deform tool (free) retracto : simple spline based
retraction plugin (free) flexbend : when setting up a bend tool, it is possible to select the
shader to use on it (free) kiss filters : simple filters for easy post-processing work (free)
resshaders : conversion from radiosity to direct lighting. radiosity shading is usually an
indirect lighting based. this direct shading technology makes shading more simple to

understand. moreover, it can be used even on indirect-direct lighting, indirect shading and
particle meshes. now you can import radiosity setups directly into your scenes. (free)

shadergroup : a set of shaders to apply all available materials to its primitive at once. with
this plugin you can set multiple materials to the same object at once. with the shaders you
can generate different looks on the same object. (free) shadertree : you may build up all

your lighting adjustments easily and create simple new shaders which can be easily linked
with the existing shaders to create a complete library for your projects. ($)
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ej hassenfratz (23:50): all right, so that's going to take it in a new direction,
which is going to let me probably, uh, run over time because i've got a big

list of things to cover. my apologies for that. but if anyone does have
questions at the end, feel free to post them, or on twitter, uh, ask your

question. just ignore the less important. so, uh, quick questions. oh, i also
have questions, ok, i do have questions. so if you all would just stand up and

raise your hand, you can both ask them or ask me questions during this
session. so, uh, if you have any questions, you can post them here and if

you'd like, i would try to get to them. ok, so, uh, questions? a: i would say the
light version is perfect for folks that want to just get to know, uh, understand

cinema 4d. it's perfect for beginners. and so you can learn to use the
interface and you can learn all the things. but i would say the studio version
is for those that are more advanced and don't just want to get a nice final
render, they want to create things and they want to go beyond that basic
level. like i said before, it's great because you have plugins that will really,

um, make you save time because you're not going to have to learn
everything from scratch again. and it's also very powerful and you can create

objects and objects that are extremely high resolution and extremely
detailed. so, that's the difference between the light version and the studio

version. but as i said, the studio version is very powerful and you'll be able to
create things that you can't even imagine. a: i would say once again, i would
recommend the light version to be the perfect learning tool because you can

just start learning the interface and then, you know, jump into, uh,
production software, you know, and make models into, you know, cine or you

can jump right into the cine 4d studio or pro and create things right away.
but if you just, you know, want to get to, uh, get to a really good, uh, level of

sophistication with cine 4d as well, i would say jump right into the studio
version, you know, because it's very powerful. and you're going to learn

really good techniques with the studio version. 5ec8ef588b
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